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I Stand
Beyond
I stand beyond the
ivory clouds of false
elegance draped down
the gossamer bodies
of concocted truths.
I stand beyond the
turquoise haze of faith
oozing out of strangled
hearts awaiting hope
to take or give birth.
I stand beyond the
cerulean winds of pretended
promises planted across
the hungry acres of
blinkered hearts and hearths.
I stand beyond these
enchanted, endangered
thresholds
of perceived selves not my own
staring into the stark me-ness
UH³HFWHGKRQHVWLQ\RXU
LQ³DPHGH\HV
I stand beyond.

SAMBIT KUMAR PRADHAN,
Asst. Professor,
School of Communication Design, UID

I have always been into learning new and different
types of jewellery making, but when it came to thewa
art , it made me curious . Semester-5 in my module
named Design Project II (Craft based design product
Studies provided me a chance to explore this new
form of jewellery making with use of traditional
ancient technique named Thewa.
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I with some of my friends went to
Pratapgarh
for
documenting
this
precious age old Jewellery craft. Thewa
art is practiced in Pratapgarh, Rajasthan.
This art of making gold carvings on glass
is practiced since 400 years. Artisans
make different types of designs including
nature scenes, historical scenes and
many more.
After documenting this craft , we were
supposed to study and make our own
designs of the same. I have always been
IDVFLQDWHG WRZDUGV ²QH MHZHOOHU\ 6R ,
decided to convert traditional look of
WKHZDLQWRPRGHUQ²QHMHZHOOHU\7DNLQJ
inspiration from muslim architecture i.e.
Sidi Saiyyed jali, I chose a muslim client
for whom I have designed the jewellery
collection . It took me to study the
muslim culture as well. After all the
processes of researching , different
forms were generated for the carving of
gold foil on the glass.

I A lot of forms and designs were
JHQHUDWHG WR UHDFK WR D ²QDO RQH $IWHU
that color scheme was one of the major
task which was to be done. So I took jade
SLQNDQGJUHHQ³RXULWHFRORUDVPRVWRIWKH
muslim people prefer ruby and emeralds
to be in their jewellery. Final rendered
sketches and technical drawings were
made to clear out the actual view &
dimensions of the jewellery. After all these
steps the design made on paper was
actually carved in real gold and silver,
plating was done, proceeding to stone
VHWWLQJ DQG ²QLVKLQJ WR UHDFK ²QDO ORRN
This was my journey of making my whole
Thewa jewellery collection.

JATIN SEHGAL
Semester- 5, Lifestyle Accessory Department
UID, Gandhinagar
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A Memorable Trip To Kutch
With The Students
As part of our three-day trip,
we met master artisan-weaver
Vankar Shamji Vashram, who
won the President’s award for
KLV PDJQL²FHQWO\ SDWWHUQHG
Dhablo (shawl) at Bhujodi,
which has a history of world
renowned weave of fabrics
and spirit of land called
‘Kuccha’. We also explored
the ancient vegetable dye and
block prints of Dhamadka
(known post-earthquake as
Ajrakhpur).
It was a cold January morning when three
students – Suyas, Amrin and Kavish – and I took a
road trip to Kutch. The agenda was a case study
DQG WR ²QDOL]H WKH JUDGXDWLRQ SURMHFW IRU WKH
students of School of Interior Design. We crossed
huge windmill farms along with heaps of salt
(Kutch contributes towards 80% of salt
production in India).
We were really fortunate to visit Kutch at this
time of the year, as we could witness the
brilliantly organized Rann Utsav. The place is a
centre of all eco-adventure related activities. We
then went on see the Living and Learning Design
Centre (LLDC) -- a world class museum by
Shrujan Trust – that celebrates the rich and
diverse embroideries of Kutch.

The most memorable part of the trip was
watching the sunset at the White Desert
with its endless vista of white landscape.
It was beautiful day that ended with a
FDPS²UH DQG PXVLF D GD\ WKDW ZLOO
remain etched in our hearts and minds
forever.
We drove back with loads of memories
and ample raw material for the
graduation project, understanding the
phrase ‘Kutch nahi dekha toh kuchh nai
dekha’ better than ever. All in all, we may
have covered a 1000 km drive in just
three days but the beautiful landscape of
Kutch, its air and the smell of the land will
be etched into our minds forever.

PROF GAUTAM PATEL
Adjunct Faculty,
School of Interior Design
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Delhi Auto Expo 2020
& Siam Automotive Styling
& Design Conclave

ATD students with Asst. Prof Abhineet Kaushik at Auto Expo

Auto Expo 2020 The Biggest
Auto Extravaganza
Conceived in 1985, the Auto Expo debuted
in 1986 at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi. Auto
Expo 2020 was billed as one of the world’s
premier auto shows. A signature event, that
witnessed the best minds coming together
on a single platform to showcase all that
was best in the automotive world, in terms
of products, technologies, concepts and
trends. The Auto Expo is eagerly awaited
by trade and fans alike, for the
opportunities it affords for growth and a
peek into the future.

At the Auto Expo 2020, mobility was no
longer just about cars. AI, Analytics and
Robotics are increasingly playing a vital
UROH LQ WKH ²HOG RI PRELOLW\ EH LW WKURXJK
shared rides, driving pleasure, voice
commands or even assisted vehicles in the
future. All of these were on display giving
the visitors a glimpse into where
technology has reached and what
possibilities will it open up in the future.
The
students
of
Automobile
and
Transportation Design accompanied by
Associate Professor Harish CB and
Assistant Professor Abhineet Kaushik,
attended the Delhi Auto Expo 2020 held in
Greater Noida from 6th of Feb, 2020 to
12th of Feb,2020. Students witnessed the
launches of latest cars, bikes, future
concepts, new features and upcoming
technologies in the automotive sector.
Besides these, there were Electric Vehicle
(EV) start-ups launching their own electric
scoters that are made in India.
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Originality-ToSubconsciousness
Exemplifying the subconscious power by
the activity of ‘Riding of a bicycle’: when
we learn riding bicycle, we do it with
much consciousness but, once we have
learnt, we do not need to see every pedal
consciously. Subconscious mind is our
best friend who helps us in our problems
So, making use and directing this
subconscious
mind,
into
creating
originality of ideas in design, can be
done. Tracking steps for the same, a
persona of few practicalities of activities
can be articulated

In the world of technological spread, our brain
is occupied with lot of information; as we read
and see thousands of different things. This
information is stored somewhere in our
subconscious minds.
These cloud of images/pictures that is seen on
DQ\HOHFWURQLFJDGJHWLQ³XHQFHVRXUWKRXJKW
process. We, often come out with solutions
LQ³XHQFHGE\WKHVHLPDJHVVWRUHGLQRXUEUDLQ
In this, it is seen that we lose on our thinking
SURFHVV DQG WU\ WR ²W LQ WKH FORXG RI LGHDV
stored. Then, where is the Originality? This is
the work of subconscious mind. So, can we
redirect “The subconscious Mind”? Let us seeWhat is subconscious mind? As per Cambridge
dictionary- “the part of your mind that notices
and remembers information when you are not
DFWLYHO\ WU\LQJ WR GR VR DQG LQ³XHQFHV \RXU
behavior even though you do not realize it.

1. Before going to bed,
write on paper what is
your aim.
2. Go to bed without watching
any electronic gadgets around.
3. On waking up start translating
thoughts, without interacting
physically or digitally with
anyone, and being yourself to
put down your thought ideas.

This will give Bank of Ideas for your
design. This is where, the ‘Designer
in You’ will speak for self.
Happy self-realizations! Start it now…
dear students

PADMAVATI MOKARIA
Assistant Professor
School of Interior Design. UID
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School Of Fashion Design
Zoom Interaction With
Mr. Bhavin Trivedi SEM 4 & 6
The School of Fashion Design organized an online
interactive session for the students of Semester 4 & 6
via Zoom, with fashion designer Bhavin Trivedi from
DSBT Studio in Ahmedabad.
DSBT (Darshi Shah Bhavin Trivedi) is a fashion label
started in 2010. They design both Pret a porter and
customized pieces for all body types. Their design
sensibility is subtle, sharp and flattering for the
individual. Their clientele is diversified in a variety of
socio-economic class as well as age groups. DSBT are
known for their bridal wear and semi-formal occasion
wear. Darshi Shah graduated from the London College
of Fashion, and Bhavin Trivedi graduated from National
Institute of Fashion Technology, Gandhinagar. They both
have featured in national and international print media,
judged various fashion events and have a presence in
academia as visiting faculty and guest speakers.
This session via Zoom focused on topics of Indigenous
Fashion Industry and Professional Procedures. Bhavin
shared his experience of brand philosophy, branding,
sustainable clothing and textiles, designing a collection as well as basics of running a successful
design label, like investment plans, floor plans, unsold stock, etc. for the benefit of the
enthusiastic students. He also guided the students for their own career pathway, whether it is
pursuing further education or starting their own label.
This session was very well received by the students and shows the resilience of the faculty,
students and Bhavin to keep working even in these difficult times of Covid 19 lockdown.
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